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BUILDING WOODEN By Arthur W. J. G. Ord-Hume EAA 8579



CANTILEVER SPARS PUBLICATION of the earlier SINCE series of articles on JIGS FOR WOODEN AIRCRAFT, a number of



members have written asking for detailed steps in the construction and assembly of cantilever spars or beams, starting from raw wood through to the assembly of the actual wing. Reference to Parts 2 and 3 for the previous series of articles should be made (SPORT AVIATION, January and February). A cantilever spar comprises two built-up laminated booms, normally an upper boom corresponding to the top surface of the wing, and a lower boom corresponding to the lower surface of the wing. Both these booms may comprise several thicknesses of spruce planks or strips bonded together by glue.



At the center of the cantilever one-piece wing the stresses are highest and therefore the individual spar booms are thickest, a relatively large number of separate planks or strips being bonded together to provide large cross-sectional area. As the spar proceeds outwards towards the tips, the stresses diminish and the number of thicknesses of wood in the booms is reduced. These reductions must not be by means of square-cut



"Mirador", Rose Mead, Lake, Sandown, Isle of Wight, England



steps which would create a high stress concentration at the remaining wood



layers, but must be smooth tapers akin to scarfing (Fig. 2).



The upper boom takes a considerable compression load in normal flight and maneuvers; the lower boom is in tension. Even for inverted flight sometimes a large proportion of the load reversal can be accounted for in the upper boom in the spar and its shear webs to the lower boom without excessive strengthening of the lower boom for the inverted flight case. From this we see why it is that the upper spar boom usually has much more wood in it, represented by a larger cross-sectional area or more wood laminations, than does the lower boom. Earlier, reference was made to the smooth diminishing of the individual laminations towards the tip. Because



of the balance of the stresses in the wood of a properly designed spar of a given strength without excessive weight, any joints between portions



of the individual laminations in the beam must be carefully made scarfs. Furthermore, if it is necessary to scarf-joint the individual laminations (which should be avoided if at all pos-



sible) the joints must be staggered so that they do not come adjacent or superimposed upon similar scarfed laminations in the boom (Fig. 3). The two booms in the spar are separated by one or more ply shear webs as shown in Fig. 4 on page 16 of January SPORT AVIATION. Because of the shear tendency between the spar booms is maximum along a line more or less along the physical center-line of the spar as a whole, the grain of the outer veneers of the plywood is normally spanwise and not vertically placed, compression between the booms being taken care of by vertical "soldiers" thereby reducing the individual ply panel sizes. There is, however, no definite rule on this point and the particular design being built will specify the grain direction of the plywood and this must be followed. To prevent the booms crushing the ply webs and to provide strengthened points for the attachment of struts, landing gear or fuselage attachment points, various intercostal members



and blocks are glued in between the upper and lower booms. These serve also to reduce the ply panel area as described above. These vertical members are normally placed to coincide with the point of attachment of the ribs so they act also as a surface



stiffener to which may be glued and tacked the vertical members of the rib which are adjacent to the spar. Having dealt with the basic items which comprise the cantilever spar, let's look at the problems involved in making it. First of all comes the job of marking out some form of accurate layout to which the spar may be built. From this the jig has to be FIG. 2 The ends of each lamination must be feathered to avoid stress concentration at what would otherwise be a sharp change in cross-sectional area. 22
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made. Next comes the assembly and glueing up of the various laminations, bearing in mind the fact that



they also have to conform to the shape of the spar during glueing.



Fig. 1. Prescribed procedures in use in the English



workshop.



Then comes the job of mating the two booms together with the shear webs, intercostals and blocks in place. If the spar has to be tapered in width as well as in depth (Fig. 4) this has to be catered for as well. This all sounds quite a major job but don't get disillusioned. There is nothing desperately difficult in building a one-piece cantilever spar! LAYING OUT THE SPAR



Throughout this article in reference to the spar and spar booms, "top face" refers to the top normal to the spar; "lowermost" or "bottom" face means the lower edge of the spar corresponding to the underside of the wing. This is irrespective of the positions of the booms in the jig. Likewise, "innermost" refers to that part nearest the spar center-line. "Uppermost face" is that uppermost in the jig; "lowermost face" is that against the base of the jig or spar table.



Every spar has a center-line or datum from which the spar is drawn on the plan by the designer or draftsman. This center-line may be a horizontal datum from which the upper and lower boom distances are shown as "plus" dimensions (Fig. 5) or the datum may be the actual center cf the spar, expressed as an angle (shown either in degrees or as a vertical distance along a given base length) from which ordinates are given for the booms as "plus' and "minus" dimensions.



Reproduce this line carefully on



Top boom only drawn Lower boom is constructed in the some manner.



the spar building table (Fig. 7, page 18, February issue SPORT AVIATION). This is made easier if the



table is planed smooth first and painted with an egg-shell or matt white paint. FIG. 3 If it is necessary to scarf individual laminations, stagger the joints so they are not superimposed on each other. Do not scarf laminations near center section or landing gear attachment.



Conti lever spar top boom only drawn



Taper in chord width



FIG. 4 Some spar booms taper in chord as well as in individual chord depth. Where all ribs are different chords, this variation in spar gap presents no problem.



From this center-line, set off the upper line of the top boom and carefully draw in the positions of all the laminations which go together to make that boom. Repeat this operation for the lower boom. Now check it over carefully for mistakes; any errors should immediately show up as kinks in the gradual curve or straight line of the spar edge. Should the spar be tapered in chordwise thickness, do not worry



about it but assume the spar to be equally thick throughout its length at this stage. If the laminations are, for example, 2ty in. wide by ¥2 in. thick, order your wood planed to (Continued on next page) SPORT AVIATION
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Spar dimensions shown from reference line independent of spar datum



Dihedral of spar datum shown as "A" inches in "B" inches



FIG.



5



Dihedral of spar datum shown X as ——— units 100



Methods of dimensioning a cantilever spar. Since it is extremely difficult to draw a



spar datum at the correct angle in degrees, one of the above methods is normally adopted.



BUILDING SPARS . . . (Continued from preceding page)



2% in. wide by Vz in. thick. The added width is to allow for cleaning down to size with the plane after glueing up. Glue and screw a number of heavy wooden blocks to the top line of the upper boom which will be made first. Allow for % in. thick loose packing between the blocks and the spar boom. This is so that Locating blocks glued



and screwed to spar table



when the upper and lower booms are glued together with the blocks and intercostals between, pressure can be applied between the two booms after assembly in the loose state with the packing pieces removed. The blocks should be spaced no more than 8 in. apart. This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 6.



per foot run of the spar. These are expensive items and it may well be that you can gather in some from friends, the local garage or timber mill and joiner rather than stand the expense of purchase of a large quantity which may never be used again—until the next airplane comes along, that is.



You will now need a quantity of large "C" clamps; approximately one



The objective is to clamp the laminations together, one boom at a time,



Vi" thick packing pieces pushed in betweeip top edge of top boom ond locating blocks



FIG. 6 W thick packing is used to facilitate clamping up both booms and the intercostal for glueing. This enables the pieces to be assembled "loose" and insures an even glue line. 24
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FIG. 7 Glueing up laminations. Rub each one to the previous one to exclude air.



Packing pieces to bring third lamination level with second



Pencil reference lines across lamination edges



and at the same time to clamp them to the jig blocks so that they conform to the shape of the spar top and bottom profile. Prepare all the laminations, insuring first, of course, that the timber is Grade "A" spruce, free from disease and defect. If any lengths have to be scarf-jointed, do this now and clean



them up on all four sides before assembly. Feather the edges of any laminations which diminish (Fig. 2).



Make one boom at a time—there will be insufficient clearance in the center of the spar jig to permit opposing rows of caul blocks and clamps. Start, therefore, with the top boom and set all the laminations in place. See that the l& in. thick packing, described earlier, is in place at each jig block. Using hardwood caul blocks of ample size and with their ends radiused, clamp the laminations to the jig blocks. This assembly is a dry "dummy run" to see that all is ready before starting glueing. Draw a pencil reference line across the edges of the laminations at the center of the spar to aid re-assembly. Unclamp and remove the laminations. Leave the clamps in their correct positions and set to the approximate gap to save fiddling when the glueing is being done. ASSEMBLY OF THE BOOMS



Mix up an ample quantity of glue. With modern synthetic resin adhes-



ives and good clamps it is better to overglue and rely on squeezing out a lot than to risk an improper, irregular glue layer through cautious spreading. Set the outermost lamination (the top one) upside down on a level



bench or clean floor. Set the second



lamination the right side up next to it and in its correct position to the



spar center-line (Fig. 7). Evenly paint glue on to this second lamination and the correct area of the top lamination. Invert the second lamination on to the top one and rub the two together to exclude all air. Do not worry if the glue squeezes out past the end of the second lamination — this is easily cleaned off with a rag before clamping up and further excess again after clamping. Slide the second lamination along until the reference marks on the two laminations coincide. Now set the third lamination alongside the previous two and pack it up level with scrap wood to aid glueing.



Glue and turn it over on top of the other two, rub the pieces together, align the reference marks and proceed in the same manner with any further pieces. Always glue both surfaces; always rub together the strips as a very large glue surface area is being dealt with. If it is necessary to separate two pieces after this on re-glueing, apply more glue to one of the surfaces and proceed as before. On the subject of separating



pieces after glueing and rubbing while the glue is still wet, because air is excluded from the wet joint, to try to pull the pieces apart can lead to damage to the wood or even breakage. The only sure way to separate is to fan the pieces, thereby shearing the glue line until the pieces may readily be pulled apart. With the help of an assistant, carefully lift the glued mass into the jig which will have first been sealed against glue by being painted with hot paraffin or by being lined with thin plastic sheet.



Check that the laminations have not



twisted or fanned and, starting always at the center or center-section part of the spar, begin clamping up.



Work outboard one clamp at a time each side all the time watching to see that as pressure is applied the pieces do not fan or twist. Again, make certain that the clamp is placed so that pressure is applied along the center of the pieces and not to one side (Fig. 8).



There are a number of ways of getting the correct setting pressure but with modern synthetic resins, tolerances are very much greater than with casein glue or earlier resins. If the glue is spread evenly (as, for example, by means of a roller or squeegee) an even pressure can be obtained by endeavoring to squeeze out an even bead of giue along each



joint. It is stressed that this denotes



(Continued on next page) SPORT AVIATION
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wire could lead to excessive local heat and scorching due to incorrect resistance or arcing.



Clamping



Block



When the boom is set, unclamp it and clean off the excess glue on the upper most surface using an old plane. At this stage, do not go beyond cleaning down to the bare wood.



Clomp Along Spor Conterhne



Spor Centerlme



FIG. 8



Position all clamps along the centerline of laminations



to insure even pressure and reduce the
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(Continued from preceding page) only even pressure and not how much pressure. With some proprietary glues, the manufacturers supply a chart of recommended setting pressures which must be followed carefully. Once the correct pressure has been established using a set size of clamp each clamp may be tensioned using a torque wrench. ACCELERATED DRYING



Because a spar boom contains a lot of wood and therefore a lot of glue, normal setting and clamping times at room temperature should be at least doubled. If accelerated glue setting techniques are to be used, rig the elements individually to suit the thickness and number of laminations



Element bridges spar ot each end of loop



chances of



fanning.



over a constant area. For example, it is pointless (and unwise) to use a continuous double s t r i p element around the top and bottom surfaces of the stack of laminations because the varying thicknesses of the spar will result in curing at different times. While, say, two hours may be needed at a given setting for the thicker portions, only 20 minutes may suffice for the thinnest part. By separate wiring, the elements over the thinner parts which set more rapidly may be switched off at the end of curing. Avoid excessive gaps in the element sections. No more than Vi in. should separate the different circuits and always take the element over the feathered edge from the "high" side (Fig. 9). The circuit between top and bottom sides is coupled with bridging loops of the same element strip. Attempts to use



^.i



Not more than



_i ~~|



r~



* Vi" gap between /



individual circuits



ir^



-t' -I L__3



Method of bridging spar at circuit crossovers



Diagramatic representation of a spar boom showing wiring for heating elements.



NOTE Calculate circuit resistances as detoiled in article dealing with accelerated glue setting Circuits may be piired as indicated but remember to add resistance of linking leads to the resistance of both elements



FIG. 9 Accelerated setting of a laminated spar of varying thicknesses using loop elements. 26
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There must be no doubt that the boom has properly cured. Under normal setting conditions, leave the boom clamped for double the time stipulated on the glue pack; with accelerated heating by means of electric elements clamped in the jig- exceed the normal heating times by 10 percent and then leave the boom for a further 100 percent of the total time.



Lift the spar boom out of the jig and set it aside in a clean, dry place. Now repeat the whole procedure for tht lower boom. TAPERING CHORD WIDTH



Some aircraft employ cantilever spars which taper in chord width as well as in depth. In the Minicab, for example, there are but a few laminations to the spar, the diminishing loads towards the tips being taken into consideration by reducing the chord width towards the tip. This saves the spar from being excessively heavy as well as making for a true cantilever using the minimum number of laminations yet at the same time reducing the cross-sectional area outwards to the tip. Scribe a dead true centerline along the top surface of the top boom and the bottom surface of the lower boom. This can either be done step by step with a small rule, pencil and straightedge, or with a pencil mounted in a traverse and scribing block run along either the spar table or the uppermost face of the spar. Now mark on this centerline the position of each rib and, from the centerline at each rib station, set off the chord widths to each side, not forgetting to allow for the thickness of the spar ribs. Join up all these points with pencil and straightedge ard re-check them car fully.



Put both booms back into the jig and pack them outwards against the jig blocks with scrap wood and wedges. With a jack plane remove the boom material down to the tapered chord width line on the uppermost surface of both booms. Work from the centerline outwards so that you are planing with the grain and not against it. The plane iron will need frequent resharpening because you arc cutting through the thin but



Either clomp booms together against lower jig blocks, or achieve same



effect by tapping in folding wedges between top jig blocks and top boom.



Vi" gap between top blocks and top boom



Jig blocks glued and screwed Clamp NOTE1



to spar table



evenly along spar Setting pressures on



assembly are not so critical



as when laminating up each mdividual boom This is assuming in both coses that a synthetic resin adhesive is



used. Spar table



FIG.



10



Assembly of booms an.: intercostals.



nevertheless hard glue lines as well as the wood.



When the correct amount has been taken off, prepare to glue in all blocks, intercostals, etc., and also the ply shear web on the uppermost side. The reverse or underside of the spar is not tapered until this has been done and the spar locked true. Remove the % in. packing pieces from between the upper boom locating blocks and the boom itself. Glue in all spar blocks and verticals, carefully rubbing each joint and insuring an even fillet of glue. These vertical members are held in place by small tack blocks on each side set in the spar table. This insures that they are at the correct angle to the spar datum; a check with a small trysquare is then necessary to bring the piece vertical to the uppermost spar face or datum as the case may be.



If spar and jig have been accurately constructed, it should only just be possible to re-insert the Vi in. packing pieces between (he top boom and the top locating blocks. However, these need not be replaced as the object now is to clamp, via suitable caul blocks on the spar upper boom, through the spar to the lower boom locating blocks. This is shown in Fig. 10. Do not allow the spar booms to move relative to one another during clamping. As soon as the glue has set, unclamp. The spar will remain tight in the jig. With great care, plane and sand the joints between the booms



and the blocks, verticals, etc., so that the uppermost surface is presented smooth for the ply shear web. Since it is impossible to obtain plywood sheets much over 8 ft. in length, strips of ply must be scarfed together to make the web. As with the jointing of individual boom laminations, arrange to stagger the scarfs so that, when the second web is applied to the lowermost side cf the spar, the joints will be staggered by half a pitch.



The ply strips for the web should be at least two inches wider than is actually required to permit shuffling during glueing. Sand smooth the scarf joints between the strips. Now evenly sand the entire length of the surface which is to be glued. Use a paper of a grade between medium and fine and wrap it around a scrap block of 2 in. by 4 in. timber. Because it is impossible, without excessive trouble and effort, to mark out the areas to be glued on the ply, resort to the following trick. Apply a coat of glue to the spar booms and all members in the spar which will receive the shear web. Lay the web immediately on top and press the ply on to the booms throughout the spar length. Now peel off the ply. A "print" of the glue areas will be revealed—in the shape of a thin glue coat. It is now simply a case of applying more glue via a brush to the spar and to the ply. If possible, "roll" the ply strip on to the booms. This helps exclude



air from the large surface areas, >f ghie. Now take a roller squeegee a.'.d roll c-ver the top of the ply, forcing it into contact with the spar beneath. Tack along all booms and members



using aircraft brads in either cementcoated fteel or brass. To tack up the spar completely requires several help-



ing hands and you should instruct the wife to lay off the coffee and biscuits until the last tack is driven. You must tack to a pattern, starting equally from the center and working outboard one rib bay at a lime on both booms. This way, the ply will go on smoothly. Failure to follow this could result in "oil canning" or, even worse, a fold of surplus ply necessitating the complete removal of the ply and a re-start.



Allow the spar ample time to set both with normal setting and accelerated curing times. Lift out the spar and plane off the flash of the ply web back to the booms. Turn the spar over so th.' the open side is now the uppermo..-.; face. If the spar has been tapered in chord, block it up evenly along its length so that the centerline is parallel to the wor'-.ing surface. It



may well be that the application of one ply web will have caused the spar to bow along its length. This is not important as the application of the second web will counteract this. But it is vital that the spar be reset level using clamps and screwed blocks. (Continued on next page) SPORT AVIATION
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drills to get into places which have suddenly become awkward. Do not forget the basic point in drilling holes through wood; clamp a block of scrap wood behind so that the drill penetrates into it. This prevents ragged and torn wood fibers where the drill breaks through. Remove all sharp edges with fine sandpaper. The spar is now complete and ready for the assembly of the cantilever wing. When all ribs and nose ribs have



been glued and tacked into place, profile the leading edge portions very



carefully. The wing being tapered,



BUILDING SPARS . . . (Continued from preceding page)



Apply more glue and affix the web as before.



Repeat the procedure for tapering the spar booms, this time taking care not to split the intercostals which also must be diminished.



Upon the setting of the glue, remove the spar and plane off the second web flashes. The spar is now complete. If it is necessary to profile the spar to suit the rib camber, this can be done using an adjustable square and the smoothing plane.



At this stage, the inside of the spar must be painted or varnished. Keep the preservative clear of the faces to which the second web will shortly be glued. After the varnish has dried, prepare the glue for the final ply web



which has already been scarfed up as before. Using the trick of printing the glue areas in glue, mark the inside of the web. Peel it off and varnish the bare areas. Do not let varnish contaminate the glue areas and paint to within l/16th of an inch of these areas.



There is one more vital operation to perform before nailing on the



ribs. This is to mark out the locations of all bolt holes for fittings and so forth. Establish first which is the front face of the spar and mark off on this. Drill all the holes, wherever possible opening them out to full-size. This is because when the ribs are on, it is very difficult to sight accurately for a drill and one has to resort to making up extension



any irregularities in the nose portion of the ribs will result in badly



buckled ply covering. If the wing sweeps sharply, it will be necessary to pare away at each individual capstrip to bring them to the correct angle. If the change in forward chord is not great, this need not be taken into consideration.



Completion of the wing is now quite straight-forward save that the wing is in one complete piece as distinct from two panels. It is advisable to check the incidence of both sides before ply covering the leading edge as, with a one-piece wing, any discrepancy in incidence due, perhaps, to trestles or incorrect rear-spar or false-spar packing will be locked in. In a future article will be detailed a production technique for the construction of cantilever spar booms.



Tip From The Bird House By Paul E. Best, EAA 2441



5 Oakley Ave.,



Buzzards Bay,



W



HEN WORKING with fiberglas, often a smooth finish is hard to obtain without hard sanding work and filling. When applying the last coat of resin a glass finish without low spots can be obtained by stretching thin polyethylene or vinyl plastic over the wet resin and



attaching it to any dry place with Scotch tape. The plastic will not stick and when the resin has set it is readily removed. This film forces the resin to lay smooth and fill all indentations completely. If a light weight curved panel is desired, aluminum screen wire may be used in place of fiberglas cloth or mat. Many shapes can ! e formed without molds as the screen wire can be stretched into shape. Cheap polyester resin can be used with the wire and plastic film taped to the wire will hold the
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Mass.



resin in the mesh until set. Engine cowl pieces are suitable for this method and forming a mold over the engine is not required. Use of brushes in polyester resin does not require purchase of expensive solvents such as Keytone to clean the brush and the hands. The nearest supermarket carries a cheap cleaner which does the job even when diluted with water. It's good old Lestoil. Just soak the brush a short time, then rinse with warm water. I now have my Franklin 65 mounted and ready to run except for the 14MM spark plugs. Considering that my previous Tip of the Month was without an AC award, is it possible that the above may earn me a set of plugs?
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